
An excellent design is timeless, working flawlessly and combines

successfully practical with aesthetics - just like this profile.
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A well-designed product is durable
and reliable. Vecta Design new

profile is user-friendly  as it makes
changing one important  interior

design element, light location,
simple and playful task to do.

This product is great because it
makes Your life easier.

Integrate additional or main light source in the ceiling - by
creating new, attractive light effects in the space

 
Easily change the location of the lamps and avoid costly

construction investments
 

Such a solution is durable and without any significant need for
care, which makes it an economically reasonable choice

 
A wide variety of different lamps can be used at the same time or

can be changed occasionally
 

Light location flexibility combined with safe and certified stretch
materials -we are totally at Your well-being service!

AL-31 is a unique profile that gives the

designers and architects more flexibility to

implement creativity without the need to

worry about the restrictions that the fixed

light solutions in the room will

usually have. profile functionality is suitable

for the interiors, where there is a need to

change the lighting location, such as art

galleries, offices, shops, other leisure activity

centers, but the need also exists in private

buildings. The system allows you to combine

stretch ceiling materials and different lamps. 

A well-thought design representing solution is
delightful and functional at the same time

Sandy black finish of the profile makes it possible to create
color contrasts or harmonical matching in the space



One of the characteristics of a
good design is that it must work

fluently well. 
AL-31 deffinitely will. It enhances
the quality of the user experience
by making the light changing task

an enjoyable and fun way to
upgrade the interior design. 

 

The aluminum profile system is equipped

with a metal strip and the bottoms of the

lamps are equipped with magnets.

Throughout the profile, there are

electrically conductive contact strips on

both sides of the profile, that allow to

change the location of the lamps easily. 

To use visually different lamps, which may

provide more warm or more cold light in

the room, but also a lamp with more widely

diffused light beams or lamps with a more

narrow light beam - a convenient

solution that is based on the specific needs

the space or specific situation requires.

Our tailor-made solutions are designed to meet the

Matte black finishes tend to be one of the timeless
interior design trends, making our profile super

versatile product to use

 

changing requirements and evoke the comfort and
happiness of the people using our solutions

 

They say that:
"Home is not a place, it`s a feeling!"

We say: "The
right feeling will be with our ceiling!"

Light is an essential part of the comfortable feeling,
particularly in those space we spend a lot of our time

Increase a space comfortness with a layering use of
ambient, accent, and task lighting

 

 

 



Always up-to-date design
Good design takes into account human
abilities and cravings, and thus results

in products that are safe, attractive, easy
to use, and absolutely fulfilling their

purpose.

This aluminum profile design has grooves on both sides, that allow using special
metal fastening elements in order to build longer profile solutions. The common
profile length is 2,5m, but these strong fasteners will make it possible to create
precise and seamless junctions that are really durable. This means that there are
actually no limits in profile total length, and the profile is suitable for installing it
in spacious public objects as well as in smaller rooms. Whether there is a need to
use the horizontal or vertical fastening elements or both, depends on this
particular object. In case the profile structure is to be continued in a straight line
in the space then horizontal fastening elements can be enough, but in case the
profile structure will need to create angular solutions, then we recommend
vertical fastening elements. 

There are four screw grooves on the sides of the profile structure. The screw grooves
make it possible to attach the end cover to the ends of the profile itself. This allows
creating a profile structure of different lengths according to customers' wishes. 
The end cover of the profile structure has a special groove for fixing the stretch
material harpoon to the profile.

The profile structure lower part includes recesses for fastening the stretch material
harpoons. In an alternative realization, the profile can be developed with extra elements
on both outer sides for fastening another alternative suspended ceiling material. This
adds extra functionality to the profile structure and makes it a multipurpose product. 

For mounting the profile structure on the base ceiling, a U-profile is
used and if necessary special base ceiling brackets can be attached

to it, which can also be telescopic

An integrated profile that offers aesthetically pleasing and easily
customized LED light solution
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